
The Future of Software 
Supply Chain Security


When software development shifted to DevOps, the pace of new releases grew rapidly. Unfortunately, this also created a 
sprawling and frequently changing attack surface in need of protection: your software supply chain including build 
pipelines and systems. Legit helps security teams modernize their AppSec programs to successfully defend against these 
new threats with a SaaS solution that provides automated visibility into your SDLC, helps you prevent attacks, and 
provides continuous assurance that applications are released without vulnerabilities.



A New Approach is Required to 
Mitigate Risk Across the SDLC




 Gartner predicts a 3x increase in software supply chain attack
 Your vulnerabilities are growing faster than your AppSec 

coverage, creating too much exposure to ris
 You need a platform that accelerates DevSecOps at scale

Automated Discovery Security Policies & Remediation Risk Scoring and Compliance

Protect Your Digital Business and Accelerate DevSecOps

"We’re now able to inventory all our SDLC systems and security tools, view developer activity, 
and detect and remediate vulnerabilities across them fast."

Head of DevSecOps | Takeda Pharmaceutical Company

Secure Your Software Supply Chain Environment

See All Of Your SDLC Prevent SDLC Attacks Continuous Assurance 
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The Legit Security Platform
Legit Security offers a modern, easy-to-implement, enterprise SaaS platform that protects your software supply chain 

from attacks by securing your cloud or on-prem CI/CD pipelines. Unlike traditional AppSec tools and scanners that focus 

narrowly on scanning your app’s source code, Legit scans your development pipelines and systems. This enables Legit to 

provide you with the broadest and deepest SDLC security visibility available.

You can’t protect what you can’t see. View the most 

complete, always-up-to-date and centralized 

inventory of your SDLC, including the assets and 

security controls you are using with in-depth context.



Always know your security posture. Monitor drift from 

compliance frameworks and be alerted when a 

security guardrail is removed. Track trends, compare 

teams and see your  security posture at-a-glance with 

Legit’s security score.



Reduce risks across your SDLC early and prevent them 

from spreading downstream. Instantly surface and 

quickly remediate vulnerabilities in your build pipelines 

like insecure build actions, SDLC and IaC misconfigs, 

sensitive data leakages and more with 100s of policies.



Automated SDLC Discovery

Security Scoring and Compliance

Risk Protection and Remediation

Enterprise-Grade Platform That’s Easy to Implement
Legit doesn’t interfere with existing development tools or workflows, and works with cloud and on-prem resources. Connect 

in minutes, agentlessly. Then, instantly start seeing security issues in your software supply chain environment.




Schedule a demo
Visit to schedule a live product demo today.

legitsecurity.com 
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